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CHAPTER 1: GEOGRAPHY

Introduction

Desert terrain, marked by a seemingly endless series of parallel sand dunes and barren rocky plateaus, is the enduring image of Mauritania. Its largely inhospitable climate and parched landscape make it the second least densely populated nation in Africa; only Namibia has fewer people per square kilometer.1, 2, 3, 4 Most Mauritanians live in either the two urban centers on the nation’s Atlantic coast or in the far southern area near the border with Senegal. The latter region, the wettest part of Mauritania, is where agricultural crop production is concentrated.5 Mauritania’s mostly arid lands and offshore coastal regions contain several valuable natural resources, such as iron, copper, gold, and oil, but its most precious resource is that which is most lacking: water.6

Geographic Divisions and Topographic Features

Mauritania is a relatively flat country. Only a few isolated peaks and scarp faces at the edge of eroded sandstone plateaus break up the level desert plains.7 Higher elevations are clustered in the plateaus that are located inland from the coast. One of the most prominent upland regions is the Adrar Plateau, marked by several spectacular gorges and the nearby, well-preserved remnants of Chinquetti and Ouadâne, two caravan towns dating back to the 11th century C.E. that today are part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site.8

---

3 The disputed territorial region of Western Sahara also has a lower population density within Africa.
At the northeast end of the Adrar Plateau, near Ouadâne, lies the circular Guelb er Richat, a huge crater-like feature visible from space. Once thought to be the remnant of a meteorite strike, geologists now believe that the Guelb er Richat resulted from the erosion of a geologically uplifted dome structure.9 To the northwest of the Adrar Plateau is Kedift Ijill, Mauritania’s highest point at 915 m (3,002 ft).10 Other major plateau regions include the Assâba Plateau near the south central border and the Tagânt Plateau. The oasis of Tidjijka is located on the Tagânt Plateau and is the economic center for the region’s date palm plantations.11

Three quarters of Mauritania consists of desert or semi-desert terrain. This percentage has gradually increased as desertification slowly envelops the Sahel, the transition area between the northern Sahara Desert and the southern wetter regions that form the African savannas.12,13 Sand makes up 40% of Mauritania’s surface; fixed and shifting sand dunes are found through all regions of the country except at the southern border. Here, the Senegal River forges a narrow valley that provides Mauritania’s best agricultural lands.14

Mauritania’s Atlantic coastal region is dry and very flat, with little in the way of vegetation. At the far northern end of the coast the Râs Nouâdhibou peninsula juts out into the Atlantic, creating Dakhlet Nouâdhibou, one of West Africa’s largest natural harbors.15 Mauritania’s two largest cities and the country’s only ports—Nouakchott and Nouâdhibou—are located along the coastal zone, but little of the coastal area is populated beyond these urban centers.

**Climate**

The climate is hot and dry, driven by northeastern trade winds that blow most of the year in the country’s north.16 In the late fall and winter months, the trade winds are intensified by the harmattan, a northeastern or eastern wind that flows off the Sahara Desert and frequently brings blinding dust storms.17 Mauritania is particularly hot during the summer months when highs of

---

over 38°C (100°F) are felt in most areas. At the coast, ocean breezes keep temperatures slightly cooler, but the humidity is higher.18 Within the northern Saharan parts of Mauritania, daily high and low temperatures may fluctuate by as much as 30°C (86°F) because of the lack of heat-trapping vegetation.19

What little rain that does occur in Mauritania comes during the summer and early fall (mostly between June and October). Southern areas have longer rainy seasons and greater rainfall totals (500–600 mm, 20–24 in) than areas to the north (0–100 mm, 0–4 in).20, 21, 22 The rain arrives via southwesterly winds carrying moisture from the South Atlantic, a weather pattern known as the West African monsoon.23 During the summer months, the interaction between the monsoon winds and the weakened harmattan can produce tornadoes.24

**Bodies of Water**

The Sénégal River, which forms the boundary between Mauritania and Senegal for about 515 km (320 mi), is Mauritania’s only permanent waterway.25 It flows through a valley up to 19 km (12 mi) wide that is completely filled by the river during the flood season. After the flood waters recede, the valley is planted with a variety of crops, such as millet, rice, and vegetables.26 This narrow region of fertile land, known as the Chemama, is the agricultural heartland of Mauritania.27 A dam built at Diama, near the Sénégal River’s mouth, keeps salt water from flowing up the river’s channel during the dry season.28 All of the Mauritanian stretch of the river

---

is navigable during the rainy season, and several of the nation’s larger towns (Rosso, Bogué, Kaédi) are located along the river.

The Gorgol and Karakoro Rivers are the primary tributaries of the Sénégal River that lie within Mauritania, but neither river flows year-round. The Gorgol River enters the Sénégal River near Kaédi and is dammed upstream for irrigation purposes. The Karakoro River joins the Sénégal River upstream from the Gorgol River’s confluence with the Sénégal, near a point where the boundaries of Mauritania, Mali, and Senegal meet. The Karakoro forms the Mali-Mauritania border for most of its length.

Mauritania has several lakes, most of which are seasonal and fill up only after flood run-off during the rainy season. Among the larger of these are Lakes Rkiz, Lake d’Aleg, and Mare de Mamoude. Floodplain lakes are relatively common in the area around the Sénégal River delta; some of these occur in Diawling National Park, which was created in 1991 as an attempt to restore some of the delta habitat that had become overly saline after the construction of the dam at Diama.

---

Major Cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Census Population 2000</th>
<th>Population Estimate 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nouakchott</td>
<td>558,195</td>
<td>719,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nouâdhibou</td>
<td>72,337</td>
<td>89,772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosso</td>
<td>48,922</td>
<td>59,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bégue</td>
<td>37,531</td>
<td>49,089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adel Bagrou</td>
<td>36,007</td>
<td>58,429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaédi</td>
<td>34,227</td>
<td>37,616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zouératé</td>
<td>33,929</td>
<td>37,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiffa</td>
<td>32,716</td>
<td>40,281</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nouakchott

Prior to Mauritanian independence, Nouakchott was a small coastal fishing village near a French fort.\(^{35,36}\) It was chosen as Mauritania’s capital primarily because of its central location between the mostly black African population residing in the Sénégal River Valley, and the Arab-Berbers (white Moors) and the descendants of their slaves (black Moors) living in the northern and central interior.\(^{37,38}\) Originally developed to accommodate a population of 15,000, this number has ballooned. In the 1970s severe drought in the Sahara drove a large percentage of Mauritania’s nomad population to Nouakchott’s fringes.\(^{39,40}\)

---

33 Thomas Brinkhoff, “Mauritania,” CityPopulation.de, 21 March 2010, [http://www.citypopulation.de/Mauritania.html](http://www.citypopulation.de/Mauritania.html)


Nouakchott means “place of the winds” in Hassaniyya, the dialect of Arabic spoken in Mauritania, because the city is prone to extreme windstorms.\(^{41,42}\) Although the city is a port, most of the population live a few kilometers inland because of the propensity for coastal flooding during heavy rains.\(^{43,44}\) Nouakchott’s port is divided into two sections: an older Wharf Quay that grew during the late 1960s through 1977 to handle copper ore shipments from inland mines at Akjoukt, and a much larger Port of Friendship Quay to its south. The latter facility, a deep-water port built with Chinese assistance and operating since 1987, handles about 90% of Mauritania’s imports.\(^{45}\)

Nouakchott was once relatively isolated from the rest of Mauritania, but paved-road projects constructed during the last few decades have linked the capital to most of the country’s larger cities.\(^{46}\) Nouakchott is the nation’s administrative center and hub of higher education. It hosts an international airport that is the gateway for most visitors to Mauritania.\(^{47,48}\)

Until late 2010, all of Nouakchott’s water, a critically vital resource given the city’s parched location, came from an aquifer located 50 km (31 mi) inland from the city. With dated hydraulic equipment designed to serve a city roughly one-tenth the size of modern-day Nouakchott, water was increasingly difficult to supply to the sprawling outlying districts.\(^{49}\) In October 2010, water from the Senegal River began flowing into Nouakchott’s water supply system after completion of an ambitious hydrological project.\(^{50}\) Unfortunately, leaks in the city’s aging water pipe network have contributed to a rise in an already high water table beneath the city. This has added to the flooding problem in some of Nouakchott’s neighborhoods.\(^{51}\)

---


\(^{48}\) USZ University Library, “Profile of the Education System in Mauritania,” n.d., http://www.bibl.u-szeged.hu/oseas_adsec/mauritania2.htm


Nouâdhibou

Nouâdhibou lies halfway down the Râs Nouâdhibou peninsula near Mauritania’s northern border with Western Sahara. Its location on Dakhlet Nouâdhibou, one of West Africa’s largest coastal bays, has made it an important port city since the French colonial era, when it was known as Port Étienne. Nouâdhibou is the center of Mauritania’s fishing industry. In addition, it plays an even more important economic role as the location from which Mauritania exports its valuable iron ore to steel mills in China and Europe. A special port facility south of the main part of the city (Port Minéralier) connects Mauritania’s only railway to the iron mines located far to the northeast near the town of Zouérate.

Rosso, Bogué, and Kaédi

Southern Mauritania’s three largest cities lie along the Senegal River. Rosso, furthest downstream of the three, is strategically located at a ferry crossing on the main road connecting Nouakchott with the Senegalese capital of Dakar. Until 1987, when Nouakchott’s Port of Friendship Quay opened, most of Mauritania’s imports passed through Rosso after they were offloaded at Senegalese ports and trucked northward.

Both Bogué and Kaédi are principally market towns for their surrounding agricultural areas and also serve as regional administrative centers. Kaédi hosts one of Mauritania’s most important collections of ancient Islamic scholarly manuscripts and one of two hospitals in the Sénégal River valley. (The other is in Rosso.) An innovative annex to the Kaédi medical facility,

61 Engineering and Consulting Firms Association, Japan/System Science Consultants, Inc, “Preliminary Survey for the Integrated Improvement of Regional Health/Environment in Mauritania: Improvement of Drinking
the hospital was built in the late 1980s, and received the prestigious Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 1995.62

Hazards

Mauritania is a mostly hot, dry country subject to intense dust-laden storms and periodic droughts. During the 1970s and 1980s, a series of severe droughts and below-average rainfall dramatically changed the nation’s largely rural economy.63 A large number of Mauritanians moved to urban areas—most notably, Nouakchott. The remaining herders, at one time nearly 70% of the nation’s population, were forced to move their herds southward to wetter areas, resulting in competition for land resources with the farmers in these regions.64 The nomadic culture of these herders increasingly became the exception rather than the norm.65

Dust storms were once relatively rare in Mauritania, but their frequency has increased dramatically over the last half century. In the 1960s, only about 2 dust storms a year occurred in Mauritania, but today the country suffers from about 80 such storms each year.66 These more frequent dust storms have negatively impacted Mauritania’s road system, extending dunes to the south and southwest. These dunes have blocked major transportation arteries, including Mauritania’s 1,200 km (750 mi) east-west highway that links Nouakchott with much of the southern part of the country.67 By 1991, one quarter of the road’s western half, extending from Nouakchott to the interior town of Kiffa, was sanded over.68 The annual costs of clearing this sand are significant, and dune stabilization measures have been implemented around some of the road segments near villages and towns, where the threat of sanding is the greatest.69


Environmental Issues

Mauritania has become a classic case study of the global problem of desertification. The nation’s numerous droughts in the 1970s and 1980s did not, by themselves, lead to desertification.\textsuperscript{70} Overgrazing of the sparse vegetation that helped protect the fragile soil of Mauritania’s arid and semiarid regions also contributed.\textsuperscript{71} In addition, much of Mauritania’s southern forest cover has been cleared for farmland or used for fuel.\textsuperscript{72} Between 1990 and 2005, Mauritania lost almost 36\% of its already limited forest cover.\textsuperscript{73}

Working in concert with nongovernmental agencies the government has embraced several land rehabilitation projects. Outside Nouakchott, semi-permeable wooden fences have been erected to create artificial, nonmigrating dunes. Once the dunes have been confined by the fences, they are planted with indigenous drought-tolerant trees and other vegetation to provide further sand stabilization and increased wind blockage. The result is a “green belt” designed to halt the westward spread of sand into the city.\textsuperscript{74, 75}

Soil erosion and periodic locust infestations are additional problems that hinder Mauritania’s agricultural output. Wind is the primary agent of soil erosion, assisted by poor farming and grazing practices that increase the susceptibility of the soil to wind.\textsuperscript{76, 77}

Heavy rainfall during wet years can create conditions favorable for the breeding of desert locusts, which may ultimately form large swarms that destroy all vegetation in their wake.\textsuperscript{78} Locust invasions in 2004 and 2005 caused serious crop losses in Mauritania, triggering a major food crisis.

\textsuperscript{76} Lester R. Brown, “Why Healthy Soil Matters to Civilization,” The Futurist (July/August 2011): 2, http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_go2133/is_201107/ai_n57380733/?tag=content.col1
\textsuperscript{77} William S. Ellis, “Africa’s Sahel: The Stricken Land,” National Geographic, August 1987, 144.
deficit. A potential repeat invasion in late 2009 was fortunately headed off through targeted pesticide spraying at a very early stage of the outbreak.80


Chapter 1 Assessment

1. Mauritania’s Atlantic coastline offers no natural harbor areas.
   **FALSE**
   At the far northern end of the Mauritanian coast is the Râs Nouâdhibou peninsula, which juts out into the Atlantic, creating Dakhlet Nouâdhibou, one of West Africa’s largest natural harbors.

2. Most of Mauritania’s rainfall comes during the winter.
   **FALSE**
   What little rain that does occur in Mauritania comes during the summer and early fall months (mostly between June and October).

3. Iron ore, Mauritania’s top export, is shipped to other countries through the port at Nouakchott.
   **FALSE**
   Mauritania exports iron ore from its port in Nouâdhibou.

4. Dakar, Senegal’s capital, and Nouakchott are connected by road via a river ferry that crosses into Senegal from the Mauritanian city of Rosso.
   **TRUE**
   Rosso is strategically located at a ferry crossing on the main road connecting Nouakchott with the Sengalese capital of Dakar.

5. Desertification is one of Mauritania’s challenging environmental problems.
   **TRUE**
   Droughts, overgrazing, and elimination of forest cover have all contributed to the southward expansion of the nation’s deserts.
CHAPTER 2: HISTORY

Introduction

The country of Mauritania, like so many African nations, is a colonial construct. Its modern borders were defined by European treaties and the decisions of French administrators rather than by the territories of local peoples. Modern Mauritania has one foot in the Arabized regions of North Africa and one foot in the western sub-Sahara, where wealthy ancient black kingdoms thrived during the Middle Ages. Since gaining independence in 1960, the country has been challenged by ethnic clashes within its borders, regional fighting involving neighboring nations, and a string of military backed coups.81, 82, 83, 84

The Western Sahara: Migrations and Trade

Much of modern-day Mauritania consists of the Sahara Desert, one of the more inhospitable areas to human habitation on Earth. Thousands of years ago, however, the climate of the Sahara region was considerably different. Grasslands and rivers predominated, supporting populations of large mammals such as elephants and hippopotamuses.85 Agriculture and livestock herding took place in areas that today support little or no vegetation.

After the end of the last Ice Age about 10,000 years ago, Mauritania slowly became more arid.86 The Bafours, a group of hunter-gatherers and fishermen lived in the region until around the 3rd and 4th centuries C.E. They are believed to be the ancestors of the small Imraguen ethnic group

who continue in modern times to fish for a living along Mauritania’s northern coast.\textsuperscript{87} Around the 4th century, Berber tribespeople entered from North Africa and forced most of the remaining Bafours southward.\textsuperscript{88} The Berbers (also known as the Imazighen) are thought to have pushed south in search of pasture lands for their herds and/or to avoid the Carthaginians who were uprooting the Berber tribes along the North African coast at the time.\textsuperscript{89, 90} More Berbers arrived in the Mauritanian deserts during the 7th and 8th centuries as Arab armies invaded the Maghreb (i.e., western North Africa).

The Berbers brought camels and used them to establish extensive trans-Saharan caravan trade routes between the northern trading center of Sijilmasa (located in modern-day southeastern Morocco) and Koumbi Saleh, the capital of the Ghana Empire.\textsuperscript{91, 92} The latter locality, which lay near modern-day Mauritania’s southeastern border with Mali, was a large cosmopolitan city from which the gold, ivory, and slaves of the south were sent northward in exchange for salt, copper, and various other goods.\textsuperscript{93, 94} Several Mauritanian villages located along the Saharan caravan routes became important trading and religious centers. Four of them (Oualâta, Tîchît, Ouadâne, and Chinguetti), all founded in the 11th and 12th centuries, were honored as UNESCO World Heritage sites in 1996.\textsuperscript{95} Their ruins are part of Mauritania’s fabled legacy of Saharan trade routes from the Middle Ages.

**The Sanhadja Confederation and the Almoravids**

Three of the dominant Berber groups in Mauritania joined forces to form the Sanhadja Confederation during the 8th century. The Confederation was a highly lucrative trading operation that survived for several centuries. But, divisions arose between the nomadic Berbers who carried out the trade and the urban, sedentary merchants who managed it. Some of these

---


\textsuperscript{91} Although it shares the same name, the modern country of Ghana is located hundreds of miles to the southeast of where the Ghana Empire was centered.

\textsuperscript{92} Pekka Masonen, “Trans-Saharan Trade and the West African Discovery of the Mediterranean World,” University of Tampere, 19–22 June 1995, [http://www.smi.uib.no/paj/Masonen.html](http://www.smi.uib.no/paj/Masonen.html)


differences were religious. The nomadic Berbers retained much of their traditional religious beliefs, whereas the merchants were generally strongly adherent Muslims.96, 97

The religious division between elements of the Sanhadja Confederation sparked a remarkable, if short-lived, political movement during the early 11th century. Around 1039, Abdallah ibn Yassin, a Berber Islamic theologian, was recruited by the chief of the Djodala (one of the Sanhadja Berber groups) to help instill a more orthodox practice of Islam among the other Sanhadja Berbers.98 Ibn Yassin’s austere form of Islam was far from wholeheartedly embraced by the Djodala. After a few years on a religious retreat with his followers, a period in which new adherents were recruited and armaments were secured, Ibn Yassin returned to the Sanhadja lands with a vengeance. He and his army quickly brought all the Sanhadja Berber groups under submission and forced them to reject their “heretical” religious beliefs. By 1054, Ibn Yassin’s followers, known as the Almoravids (or murabitun), had conquered the northern city of Sijlmasa.99 Ultimately, the Almoravid Empire, under the leaders who followed Ibn Yassin after his death in 1059, encompassed virtually all of modern-day Mauritania, Morocco, and Western Sahara and parts of Algeria, Mali, and Spain.

The Sudanic Kingdoms

Today, the term “Sudan” is usually connected with the country in eastern Africa, but traditionally it has referred to the African region immediately south of the Sahara and north of the tropical forests. To the Arabs, this region was known as bilad al-sudan, or “land of the blacks.” In the western portion of the Sudan, three great kingdoms flourished between the 8th and 16th centuries, all of which claimed part of modern-day southern Mauritania during their heights.100

The first of these Sudanic kingdoms was the Ghana Empire, which thrived during the early period of the trans-Saharan trade routes but began to decline during the Almoravid period. The

Almoravids sacked Koumbi Saleh, Ghana’s capital in 1076, marking the beginning of the end for that once-storied trading center.101

During the first half of the 13th century, the Mali Empire began its ascendancy under the Mandé leader Sundiata, eventually subsuming the remnants of the Ghana Empire.102 Timbuktu, a famed center of Islamic learning and commercial trade, became the new principal terminus of the trans-Saharan trade routes.103 The Mali Empire began to decline in the late 14th century, about the time that the Songhai Empire began to expand.

The Songhai Kingdom, whose capital was Gao on the Niger River, never reached as far west into modern-day Mauritania as the Mali and Ghana empires had.104 Its end came in the late 16th century following a disastrous invasion by the forces of the Moroccan Saadi Dynasty.105, 106

**Arabs and Moors**

The Almoravid Dynasty rapidly declined during the 12th century. In its wake, Berber and Sudanic dynasties vied for power in Mauritania. Meanwhile, Arab invaders began to make incursions into the region from the north, sparking both Berber resistance and increasing Berber migration to southern regions. Black Mauritanians, in turn, pushed southward beyond the Sénégal River valley as the Berbers entered their traditional lands. Those black Mauritanians who remained behind often were forced into slavery.107

Foremost among the Arab armies entering Mauritania were the Beni Hassan (also known as Maqil Arabs), a tribal people believed to have originated from Yemen in the southern Arabian Peninsula. As the Berber groups of the former Sanhadjan Confederation found themselves under the domination of the Beni Hassan, their resistance culminated in a period of extended warfare.

---

102 Kari A. Staros, “Route to Glory: The Developments of the Trans-Saharan and Trans-Mediterranean Trade Routes” (honors thesis, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1 May 1996), 7, [http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=uhp_theses](http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=uhp_theses)
103 Kari A. Staros, “Route to Glory: The Developments of the Trans-Saharan and Trans-Mediterranean Trade Routes” (honors thesis, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, 1 May 1996), 9, [http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=uhp_theses](http://opensiuc.lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1078&context=uhp_theses)
The Char Bobha, or 30 Years’ War, took place between 1644 and 1674. It marked the end of the Berbers’ attempts to push the Arabs out of Mauritania.\(^{108}\)

The conquering Arabs established a new social order in the region now known as Mauritania. Under this order, the Beni Hassan Arab warriors (\textit{hassan}) held the top rung, followed by Berber tribes whose members became Muslim clerics (\textit{zawiya}). Below these two groups were the \textit{znaga}, or Berber vassal class, who were forced to pay exorbitant tribute to the \textit{hassan}. Finally, at the bottom of the social hierarchy were the \textit{haratines}, former slaves and their descendants. Collectively, these Arab-Berbers and blacks living in Mauritania’s north came to be known as Moors (or, alternatively, Maures). The \textit{haratines} were sometimes distinguished as “black Moors,” opposed to the other “white Moor” (\textit{beydane}) classes.\(^ {109, 110}\)

**Early European Contacts**

Mauritania was far from immune to the European voyages of exploration along the African coast between the 15th and 17th centuries. The Portuguese arrived first, in about 1445, establishing a trading post at Arguin Island, located south of modern-day Nouadhibou. The trade atArguin included gold, fish, gum arabic (extracted from the acacia tree), and slaves. As such, Arguin was the first European slave-trading harbor on the West African coast.\(^ {111, 112}\) The trading post and accompanying fortress changed hands often over the next 250 years, with the Spanish, French, Germans, and Dutch all taking turns trying to wring modest profits from the increasingly remote outpost.\(^ {113}\)

Much of the local slave and gum trade moved southward during the 17th century to the French port of Saint-Louis, located at the mouth of the Sénégal River in what is today the country of Senegal. The French traders at Saint-Louis had little contact with the inland Moors north of the Sénégal River and the black tribespeople along the river except during trade discussions at the coastal port.\(^ {114}\) In 1814, with the Treaty of Paris, France gained exclusive colonial “rights” to the coastal region of modern-day Mauritania and Senegal, but French interest in the area north of
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the Sénégal River was minimal.\textsuperscript{115} Only an attack on Saint-Louis in 1825 by Muhammad al-Habib, the emir of Trarza, broke the general mood of indifference toward the Mauritanian lands.\textsuperscript{116}

**French Pacification of Mauritania**

In 1840 the French government declared Senegal (including the Mauritanian lands north of the Sénégal River) a permanent French possession.\textsuperscript{117} Louis Faidherbe was appointed governor of Senegal in 1854 with the mandate to secure the safety of the southern side of the Sénégal River from any further raids by the Moors on the northern side of the river.\textsuperscript{118} A year later, the armies of the emirs of Trarza and Brakna again unsuccessfully attacked Saint-Louis.\textsuperscript{119} After holding off the Moorish siege of Saint-Louis, the French went on the offensive, defeating the Trarza and Brakna forces in 1856. The conflict ended with a treaty granting the French protectorate status over the Trarza and Brakna emirates.\textsuperscript{120}

Beginning in 1901, the French government began exploiting social divisions among the Moors by using strategic alliances to pit regions and tribes against each other. Within three years, the emirates of Trarza, Brakna, and Tagant were firmly under French control.\textsuperscript{121} Resistance in the Adrar emirate, the most independent of the Mauritanian regions, only subsided after a French military campaign in 1909. By 1912, all of southern Mauritania was pacified. Foremost among the “winners” in this French campaign were the zawiya (or “marabouts,” as they were called by the French), who now found themselves at the top of the new Moor social order.\textsuperscript{122}


\textsuperscript{119} Trarza and Brakna were the two emirates bordering the downstream stretch of the Sénégal River, closest to Saint-Louis and the French.


The Later French Colonial Era

Beginning in 1904, France formally recognized Mauritania as a civil territory separate from Senegal.\textsuperscript{123} This distinction between the two was particularly important more than 50 years later when France’s French West African colonies splintered into new independent nations. Overall, Mauritania once again returned to a state of general colonial neglect.

In 1920, Mauritania became part of French West Africa, the collective federation of seven French colonies in that part of Africa.\textsuperscript{124} Yet, it remained virtually undeveloped relative to the other parts of French West Africa until after World War II. In 1946, the new constitution of the French Fourth Republic established the French West Africa colonies as overseas territories of France, thus more tightly integrating them into the French Union. That year, Mauritania held its first election for a seat in the French National Assembly. The election was won by Horma Ould Babana, a member of the socialist Mauriantian Entente political party, who proved a disappointment; after a series of political defeats he became the Mauritanian figurehead for the “Greater Morocco” movement. In 1956 Ould Babana and several of his followers left for exile in Morocco, never to return to Mauritania.\textsuperscript{125}

Also in 1956, the French National Assembly passed the Overseas Reform Act (Loi-Cadre), a reform law that granted greater local governance rights to French territories and ensured more open elections. With this act, the eventual independence of the French West African colonies became increasingly likely. Mauritania, however, could hardly have been less prepared for independence. The colony was ethnically and culturally divided between the Moors (both white and black), who combined made up about two-thirds of the population, and the remaining one-third who were ethnically linked to the black African tribes of Senegal and Mali.\textsuperscript{126} Many of the northern Moors favored Mauritania’s consolidation with Morocco, an action promoted by Morocco’s King Hassan II. By comparison, many Mauritanian blacks in the south favored that their region secede from Mauritania and join the Mali Federation, a short-lived union between Senegal and French Sudan (today known as the Republic of Mali).\textsuperscript{127}


Independence and Unification

Mauritania’s first government was established in 1957. It was led by Moktar Ould Daddah, a member of a zawiya tribe in Trarza. One of Daddah’s strengths was consensus-building, and he quickly reached out to all the ethnic and regional groups in Mauritania. One early symbolic action in this regard was the decision to establish Mauritania’s capital in Nouakchott, a small village located along the central coast with no prior strong connections with either of the nation’s two major ethnic groups.128

Mauritania’s independence came on 28 November 1960, when the country became the world’s first Islamic republic.129 Daddah faced no opposition in a presidential election held in August 1961 under the nation’s newly drafted constitution. Four months later the new nation’s political parties unified under the banner of a sole legal party—the Mauritanian People’s Party (PPM).130 The nation’s first National Assembly closely reflected the nation’s ethnic make-up, consisting of 10 blacks and 20 Moors.131

Although national unity marked Mauritania’s independence, it was strained during the 1960s. Hassaniyya Arabic (the dialect of Arabic spoken by Mauritania’s Moors) was made a compulsory language of study in secondary schools and one of the nation’s two official languages. (The other was French.) This “Arabization” policy rankled many of Mauritania’s blacks, who spoke their own languages, and sparked strikes in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This led to the formation of underground political parties favoring independent unions not tied to the PPM.132, 133

The Western Sahara Conflict

Daddah’s most glaring miscalculation, one that ultimately led to his downfall, was his decision to involve Mauritania in a dispute over the Western Sahara. By 1975, only a handful of European colonies had not gained independence. The only one of these remaining colonies in West Africa was Spanish Sahara, an arid region lodged between Morocco and Mauritania that was valued because of its extensive phosphate deposits. The inhabitants of this sparsely populated land were

the Sahrawi, a nomadic people who (like the Moors) speak the Hassaniyya dialect of Arabic. massacre.

Both Mauritania and especially Morocco had designs on the Saharan territory, which by the mid-1970s Spain seemed increasingly willing to give up. In November 1975, after Morocco’s King Hassan II ordered a march of 300,000 unarmed Moroccans into Spanish Sahara, the three countries signed the secret Madrid Agreements. Under the agreement the northern two-thirds of the territory was granted to Morocco and the southern one-third to Mauritania. Previous to the Agreements, in 1973, anti-colonialist sentiment within Western Sahara sparked some of the indigenous Sahrawis to form the Polisario Front. This organization initially fought against Spanish control of the Western Sahara region and later targeted Morocco and Mauritania after the signing of the Madrid Agreements. Daddah seemingly misread the threat posed by the Polisario Front, which immediately began a guerrilla war against militarily weak Mauritania that dragged on for more than three years. Mauritania was forced to increase its armed forces from 3,000 to 15,000 during this period, a rapid escalation that the nation’s limited economy could not afford, especially when Polisario attacks began to focus on Mauritania’s economically vital iron mines at Zouèrate and Nouakchott.

As the Western Sahara war grew increasingly unpopular in Mauritania, Daddah’s relations with his senior military command frayed. In February 1978, he appointed Colonel Mustapha Ould Salek as his new army chief. Four months later, Salek and a group of junior military officers overthrew Daddah in a bloodless coup, thus ushering in 14 years of military leadership in Mauritania. Previous to the Agreements, in 1973, anti-colonialist sentiment within Western Sahara sparked some of the indigenous Sahrawis to form the Polisario Front. This organization initially fought against Spanish control of the Western Sahara region and later targeted Morocco and Mauritania after the signing of the Madrid Agreements. Daddah seemingly misread the threat posed by the Polisario Front, which immediately began a guerrilla war against militarily weak Mauritania that dragged on for more than three years. Mauritania was forced to increase its armed forces from 3,000 to 15,000 during this period, a rapid escalation that the nation’s limited economy could not afford, especially when Polisario attacks began to focus on Mauritania’s economically vital iron mines at Zouèrate and Nouakchott.

As the Western Sahara war grew increasingly unpopular in Mauritania, Daddah’s relations with his senior military command frayed. In February 1978, he appointed Colonel Mustapha Ould Salek as his new army chief. Four months later, Salek and a group of junior military officers overthrew Daddah in a bloodless coup, thus ushering in 14 years of military leadership in Mauritania.
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The Salek and Haidalla Regimes

Salek became leader of a new 20-man military regime known as the Military Committee for National Recovery (CMRN;), but he was unsuccessful in extracting Mauritania from the Western Sahara conflict. Salek’s desire for a comprehensive agreement that included both Morocco and the Polisario Front also proved infeasible, given Morocco’s resistance to a settlement.143 He also showed bias toward Moors in his appointments to a National Consultative Council, which contributed to increasing ethnic tensions during the early months of 1979.144

Less than a year after taking power in a coup, Salek was removed from office by fellow military officers in April 1979. The reshuffled governing military committee, renamed the Military Committee for National Salvation (CMSN), was controlled by Colonel Mohammed Khouna Ould Haidalla. Under Haidalla, the CMSN government took a less pro-Moroccan stance. In August 1979, Mauritania signed the Algiers Agreement in which it abandoned all territorial claims to Western Sahara.145 This was followed by a January 1980 declaration by Haidalla that Mauritania would henceforth be neutral in the ongoing conflict between the Polisario Front and Morocco.146

Haidalla also took steps to address the complaints of black Mauritanians. Slavery was declared illegal in Mauritania in November 1981, although this was not the first time that such a ban had been announced. In addition, the Arabization policy in schools was relaxed to allow usage of sub-Saharan languages for instruction at the primary and secondary levels.147 Haidalla also briefly brought in civilian members to the governmental cabinet. But strict military control of the government was reinstated after a March 1981 coup attempt (one of several during Haidalla’s regime) by members of a pro-Moroccan opposition group.148

By early 1984, Haidalla’s frequent purges and increasingly autocratic behavior had left him with few allies and little popular support.\(^{149}\) In December of that year, while he was out of the country attending a conference in Burundi, Haidalla’s reign ended in a bloodless military-led coup.\(^{150}\)

**Mauritania Under Taya**

Maaouya Ould Ahmed Taya, Haidalla’s successor, had served as prime minister and minister of defense under Haidalla after the 1981 coup attempt. He served in those roles until 1984, when he was ousted in one of Haidalla’s increasingly frequent government reshufflings. Taya subsequently came to power after leading the December 1984 coup against Haidalla. He retained his position as leader of Mauritania for more than two decades.

The early years of Taya’s leadership were challenging. An ongoing epic drought reached its peak in 1987, completely changing the fabric of Mauritanian life. The largely nomadic culture of the mid-1960s (73% of the population was nomadic in 1965) became primarily sedentary in just one generation’s time (12% nomadic in 1988).\(^{151}\) Only large amounts of foreign food aid kept many Mauritanians from starvation during this time.\(^{152}\) Ethnic tensions between Mauritania’s black population and the beydane (white) Moors continued, enflamed in 1989–1990 by a conflict between Senegal and Mauritania. The Sengalese-Mauritanian conflict was sparked by a grazing-rights dispute in the border region that eventually resulted in tens of thousands of black Mauritanians fleeing to Senegal. In some cases black Mauritanians were deported by government officials and hundreds were killed in rioting and in targeted attacks on immigrant communities.\(^{153, 154, 155}\)

In 1992, Taya dissolved the CMSN, formed an almost completely civilian cabinet, and inaugurated what he called the “Second Republic.” These actions followed the 1991 passing of a referendum on a new constitution allowing for multiparty elections. The first elections for


president were held in 1992, with Taya defeating Ahmed Ould Daddah, the younger brother of Mauritania’s first president, by a convincing margin.\footnote{156, 157}

Taya’s political party subsequently won a large majority in national elections held thereafter, providing him with the mandate needed to demilitarize the government. Taya later was reelected president in 1997 and 2003, although the 1997 election was boycotted by the main opposition parties. Taya’s primary 2003 challenger, former Mauritanian leader Mohammed Khouna Ould Haidalla, was jailed the day prior to the election.\footnote{158, 159} Several opposition political parties were also banned prior to the 2003 election.\footnote{160}

The Fall of Taya

Even before his controversial election win in November 2003, there were clear signs that Taya’s regime was in trouble. Reports of repressive governmental actions were on the rise and military morale was low, a result of underfunding and frequent top personnel changes. In addition, the effects of corruption and political favoritism were being felt by all segments of society.\footnote{161} Several of Taya’s foreign policy decisions, including Mauritania’s diplomatic recognition of Israel in 1999 and the nation’s increasingly close ties with the United States, were unpopular among diverse elements of the Mauritanian political spectrum.\footnote{162, 163, 164} A violent coup attempt in June 2003 narrowly failed and resulted in the death of the army’s chief of staff.\footnote{165, 166}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
In August 2005 Taya was removed from office while attending a funeral in Saudi Arabia. Colonel Ely Ould Mohamed Vall and Colonel Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz, two prominent insiders within the Taya regime, led the overthrow. Vall, at the time of the coup, was Mauritania’s long-time director of national security; Aziz was the commander of the Presidential Security Battalion, which had played a major role in putting down the 2003 coup attempt against Taya. Vall, as leader of the new Military Council for Justice and Democracy (CMJD), promised that the new military government would not remain in power more than two years and would clear the way for new elections of a civilian government.

**The Third Republic**

In late 2006, Mauritania had its first National Assembly elections since the coup, followed by a presidential election in March 2007 won in a closely contested runoff by Sidi Mohamed Ould Cheikh Abdallahi. The 2007 election was judged free and fair by international observers and it ushered in what came to be known as Mauritania’s Third Republic. After Abdallahi took office, several measures addressed Mauritania’s ethnic divide. Stronger criminalization laws against slavery were passed, and repatriation began for the 24,000 or so remaining black Mauritanian refugees who either fled or were expelled to Senegal during the 1989–1990 conflict between the two countries.

Unfortunately for Abdallahi’s fledgling regime, food prices began to spike at the end of 2007 in the wake of a poor year for domestic food crops. Some of Mauritania’s rural areas soon faced near-famine conditions. Riots ensued over the high prices for food and other commodities, weakening Abdallahi politically. In addition, concerns about both corruption and some of Abdallahi’s political appointments (former Taya regime cabinet members) helped spur a revolt in the Mauritanian parliament against the Abdallahi regime. In a desperate attempt to hang on to power, Abdallahi tried to fire four of his top military leaders in August 2008, including the 2005 co-coup leader Mohamed Ould Abdel
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Aziz. But he was swiftly removed from office in another bloodless coup.\textsuperscript{174} Less than 16 months after it began, Mauritania’s Third Republic was no more.\textsuperscript{175}

Recent Events

Aziz assumed leadership of the Mauritanian government amid widespread international condemnation of the latest coup, the fifth in Mauritania’s post-independence history.\textsuperscript{176} The African Union placed financial and travel sanctions on Mauritania in early 2009, following earlier suspensions of financial aid by France, the United States, and the World Bank.\textsuperscript{177, 178} In July 2009, new presidential elections were held, with Aziz winning a plurality of the vote in the first round.\textsuperscript{179} (Due to a Mauritanian law forbidding military officials from running for the presidency, Aziz resigned his army position prior to the election.) While opposition candidates raised claims of fraud after the results were announced, international observers found the election process free and fair.\textsuperscript{180, 181}

Since Aziz’s election victory in 2009, the nation has been relatively stable, although most of the chronic economic, ethnic, and corruption problems remain. Sit-ins and protests by Mauritanian youths in early 2011, during the so-called “Arab Spring,” called for national political reforms and an increased minimum wage.\textsuperscript{182} The Aziz government has also focused on countering the ongoing terrorist activities of al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in remote areas of the nation.\textsuperscript{183, 184, 185}

Chapter 2 Assessment

1. The first European slave-trading harbor in West Africa was established in the territory of what is today the nation of Mauritania.
   TRUE
   The Portuguese established the remote trading post on Arguin Island in about 1445. The practice of slavery continued by Europeans during this time was not made illegal in Mauritania until 1981.

2. Mauritania’s first president, Moktar Ould Daddah, was removed in a military coup that was largely the result of Mauritania’s disastrous attempt to annex part of Western Sahara.
   TRUE
   Daddah’s miscalculation, which ultimately lead to his downfall, was involving Mauritania in the Western Sahara war. After the coup that removed him from power in 1978, Mauritania abandoned all territorial claims to Western Sahara.

3. Maaouya Ould Ahmed Taya, who came to power in a 1984 coup, served as the leader of Mauritania for more than 20 years.
   TRUE
   Taya came to power after leading a December 1984 coup. He served as Mauritania’s leader for more than two decades.

4. During 1989–1990, Mali and Mauritania were involved in a bloody conflict that left hundreds killed in rioting and attacks on immigrant communities.
   FALSE
   The 1989–1900 conflict was between Mauritania and Senegal.

5. Mauritania has never recognized Israel.
   FALSE
   Although Mauritania became the third Arab-ruled nation to recognize Israel in 1999, it suspended relations in 2009 in protest of Israeli military operations in Gaza.


CHAPTER 3: ECONOMY

Introduction

When the French pulled out of Mauritania in 1960, the newly independent nation had little to show for its decades of colonial rule. France largely ignored the Mauritanian colony until after World War II and did not begin construction of a capital city until 1958.186, 187 Only limited transportation was developed under French rule, and virtually nothing was done to develop the country’s economic resources.188, 189 Large deposits of iron ore and copper, along with rich fishing grounds off the coast, remained largely untapped.

Mauritania’s economy today—plagued by the ongoing problem of providing food for a growing population lacking water and arable land—still resembles that of the first decades following independence. Minerals and fish, now augmented by modest oil production, are the nation’s economic engine; however, food production is an ongoing concern that frequently necessitates foreign assistance during periods of drought.190 Providing more jobs for Mauritanians, ideally in the private sector through the development of a more diversified economy, remains the elusive goal for governmental economic planners.

Agriculture

Mauritania’s dry climate makes farming a difficult, if not impossible, proposition in all but the southernmost region near the Senegal River and in isolated oases.191 Less than one-half of 1% of Mauritania’s total land is suitable for food crops, and many of these arable areas require irrigation.192 Rice is the principal crop grown in these irrigated areas located along the Sénégal

190 Agence France-Presse, “Some 147,000 to Receive Food Aid in Mauritania,” 23 March 2010, http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5iuLxmTw5XBeH--hNuFjgFjR1NeQ


reserves have generated calls for Mauritania to significantly reduce the number of licenses issued to fish the species.  

**Industry**

Excluding mining and construction, Mauritania has very little industry. Overall, manufacturing contributes only 3.8% of the nation’s total gross domestic product. Food processing is the most important manufacturing segment, with small processing plants producing packaged milk, pasta, couscous, biscuits, rice, oils, and beverages.

**Energy Resources**

Oil is Mauritania’s primary energy resource, the only one presently contributing to the economy. Mauritania also has reserves of natural gas and uranium, but to date these energy resources have not been tapped.

Oil was discovered off the coast of Mauritania in 2001, with production beginning in 2006. Initial estimates of the size of the Chinguetti oilfield (where the first production took place) proved overly optimistic, and oil output from the offshore wells has declined by more than 60% since the first year of production. Nonetheless, oil exploration, both offshore and onshore, continues in Mauritania, with several foreign oil companies having leased blocks for test
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drilling. With the closing of a small refinery at Nouâdhibou in 2001, Mauritania continues to import all of its petroleum products while exporting its crude oil.

Mauritania’s electricity is mostly supplied by oil- and diesel-fired generation plants. In addition, about 22% of its electricity is received via transmission lines from the Manantali hydroelectric power plant in Mali, built on a tributary of the Sénégal River. Nouakchott and the three main Mauritanian towns on the Sénégal River (Rosso, Bogué, Kaédi) all receive power from the Manantali Dam.

Mineral Resources

Mauritania is richly endowed with mineral resources. Foremost among these is iron, which has long been the economy’s linchpin. Presently, Mauritania is the second-largest producer of iron ore in Africa (behind only South Africa) and the 15th-largest producer in the world. Nearly 50% of the 2009 export revenues were generated by iron ore extracted from three mining centers clustered near the northern town of Zouérate. The iron ore is transported via Mauritania’s only railway to a port south of Nouâdhibou. The mines, railway, and port are owned and operated by a government-run consortium.

Mauritania also has extensive reserves of copper and gold. All of the copper and about one-third of the gold that is mined comes from an open-pit mine outside the town of Akjoujt, the capital of Inchiri region. The remaining gold production comes from the Tasiast mine, also in the Inchiri region. In 2010, this mining operation was obtained in a merger by Kinross Gold, the world’s largest gold producer.
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fifth-largest gold-mining company. Overnight the company became Mauritania’s largest foreign investor and leading employers.\textsuperscript{219} The new corporate owner of the Tasiast mine is investing tens of millions into the exploration and development of the site, betting that it will one day become one of the world’s largest gold-mining operations.\textsuperscript{220}

Beyond metal minerals, gypsum and salt also are mined in Mauritania.\textsuperscript{221} Gypsum reserves are among the world’s largest, but their remoteness has made transportation costs an inhibiting factor in their development.\textsuperscript{222} Mauritania’s extensive phosphate deposits have yet to be mined for similar reasons.\textsuperscript{223}

**Trade**

In 2009, Mauritania’s trade balance was only marginally negative, but as in previous years this relative balance masked a significant difference in the nature of the goods imported and exported.\textsuperscript{224} Virtually all exports were “primary” products (iron ore, copper, fish, crude oil), extracted natural resources exported without any additional processing or “value added.”\textsuperscript{225} The only notable exception was some processed fish products. On the other hand, imports were dominated by refined petroleum products, processed foods (sugar, cooking oils, milled rice), and numerous manufactured items. The only primary products imported were generally unprocessed food items such as wheat, raw milk, tea, and raw fruits and vegetables.\textsuperscript{226}

Mauritania’s major trading partners included the European Union countries (45.6% of imports, 31.2% of exports), China (13.1% imports, 42.8% exports), Japan (1.5% imports, 6.3% exports), the United States (3.9% imports, 2.3% exports), Côte d’Ivoire (0.4% imports, 5.3% exports), and Brazil (4.8% imports, 0% exports).\textsuperscript{227} The United States primarily exports fuel oil and


construction machinery to Mauritania, while its imports from Mauritania were almost entirely crude oil.\textsuperscript{228, 229}

**Tourism**

Mauritania, while never a major tourist destination, does offer several unique travel experiences. Foremost among these are the ancient Saharan caravan towns of Chinguetti, Oudane, Oulata, and Tichit, all of which are designated as UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

Attacks by suspected Islamic militants that killed four French tourists on Christmas day in December 2007 caused the cancellation of the famed Paris-Dakar road rally in 2008. The off-road race—which traditionally crossed part of the Mauritanian desert in the race from Paris to Dakar, Senegal—has since been relocated to South America.\textsuperscript{230, 231}

Charter flights from Paris to a desert oasis town in Mauritania also were cancelled in December 2007 following a subsequent deadly attack that killed Mauritanian soldiers in the southeastern part of the country.\textsuperscript{232, 233, 234}

Responding to the violence, Australia, France, the United Kingdom, the United States and other countries have issued travel warnings against visiting the desert regions of Mauritania.\textsuperscript{235, 236, 237}


\textsuperscript{233} Richard Trillo, “Terrorism in the Sahara and Sahel: A ‘False Flag’ in the War on Terror?,” Royal African Society, 2 August 2011, \url{http://www.royalafricansociety.org/component/content/article/945.html}


\textsuperscript{237} Australian Department of Foreign Affairs, “Travel Advice: Mauritania,” 31 August 2011, \url{http://www.smartraveller.gov.au/zw-cgi/view/Advice/mauritania}
Travel by U.S. citizens to Mauritania is strongly discouraged.\textsuperscript{238} Given that prior to the attacks Mauritania had become a popular destination for French tourists, it is not surprising that the number of international adventure seekers entering the country dropped by 60\% in the year following these attacks and has since continued to decline.\textsuperscript{239} Chinguetti, a centuries-old trading center, was once one of Mauritania’s top draws. Yet only 173 travelers visited the site in the 2011 tourism season, an astonishing drop for a town that had been expecting more than 100,000 visitors in 2008.

**Banking and Currency**

The Mauritanian unit of currency is the ouguiya (symbol UM; currency code MRO). In August 2011, the U.S. dollar (USD) was converting at a rate of 1 USD = 281.6 MRO.\textsuperscript{240} Established in 1973 as Mauritania’s currency, the ouguiya’s value was initially pegged to the French franc at a 10-to-1 ratio.\textsuperscript{241} In the late 1980s, under austerity measures dictated by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, the Mauritanian government allowed the ouguiya’s exchange rate to float.\textsuperscript{242} The ouguiya’s value sank during the late 1990s, and by 2003 its worth relative to the dollar was only one-third as much as it was in 1992.\textsuperscript{243} Since 2003, the ouguiya has generally traded in the range of 1 USD to 250–260 MRO.\textsuperscript{244} Mauritania’s banking system consists of 11 commercial banks, which combined control more than 80\% of the assets of the nation’s financial system. A 2007 banking reform law improved access to credit, as did the 2007 entry of two French banks into the Mauritanian banking sector. Overall, the interest rates on Mauritanian bank loans declined from 30\% in 2007 to 11–12\% in 2009, but most foreign investors continue to secure their financing from lending institutions outside the country, where rates are more favorable.\textsuperscript{245}


\textsuperscript{240} GreenwichMeanTime.com, “Mauritania Currency,” 12 July 2011, \texttt{http://www.greenwichmeantime.com/time-zone/africa/mauritania/currency/}


A lingering problem has been the limited reach of banking services among the nation’s large poor population. Overall, only 7% of Mauritanians have bank accounts. Micro- and small enterprises (MSEs), most of which operate in the economy’s large informal sector of employment, generally are unable to acquire loans from the commercial banks. Various governmental and nongovernmental initiatives have targeted the development of Mauritanian micro-financial institutions as one way to help broaden the MSEs’ access to savings and loan services.

Investment

Mauritania is generally not viewed as an easy country for foreign investors to operate in, ranking 165th out of 183 countries on the World Bank’s 2010 Doing Business measure. Bureaucratic red tape, political uncertainties, terrorism risks, infrastructure weaknesses, and corruption have hindered foreign investment in most economic sectors. The most notable exceptions have been oil and mineral companies, who have provided roughly 80% of the total foreign investments in Mauritania. The fishing, banking, and telecommunications sectors have received most of Mauritania’s remaining recent foreign investment. Investment in telecommunications has been hindered by a very competitive local market, which has forced mobile phone companies to place more of their investment in marketing areas rather than telecommunication infrastructure improvements.

Foreign aid in the form of grants and concessional loans has consistently been an important part of the Mauritanian economy, helping to finance governmental projects to improve infrastructure and meet human-development needs. At times, as much as one-third of the national budget has come from outside assistance. Numerous multilateral investment agencies—such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the African Development Bank, the Islamic
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Development Bank, and the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development—have provided aid, sometimes with requisite requirements that the Mauritanian government make economic “structural adjustments” (e.g., currency devaluation, decreased state subsidies for goods and services, increased privatization of state-owned businesses).254

Transportation

Mauritania’s vast Saharan expanses have long created difficult and expensive challenges for opening the nation’s interior to economic development. When Mauritania became independent in 1960, there were no paved roads and only 204 km (127 mi) of graded track running between Nouakchott and Rosso.255 The situation slowly but steadily improved, most notably with the completion in 1985 of the “Road of Hope,” which linked Nouakchott with eastern Mauritania. In 2004, Mauritania’s two largest cities, Nouakchott and Nouâdhibou, were connected by paved road for the first time. By 2011 Mauritania had nearly 3,000 km (1,860 mi) of surfaced roads.256, 257 Unfortunately, many of the older paved roads, such as the section from Nouakchott to Rosso, have deteriorated badly because of a lack of maintenance and shifting sand dunes. New Mauritanian road projects are increasingly focused on rehabilitating existing roads.258

Mauritania has but one railway section—the line running from the iron mines near Zouérate to the iron ore port just south of central Nouâdhibou. Although built to handle ore shipments, the railway also is used by people traveling to Zouérate and other areas of the desert interior. Some of these travelers ride (uncomfortably) for free atop the many open-air iron ore wagons that strung together make the Zouérate-Nouâdhibou trains among the world’s longest.259, 260

In 2008, a Chinese firm signed an agreement to help finance a new railway line connecting Kaédi to Nouakchott.\(^{261}\) The economic motivation for the new line was to transport phosphate deposits located near Kaédi to the port at Nouakchott. Various plans to develop these deposits since their discovery in the early 1980s had gone nowhere, but a spike in world phosphate prices beginning in late 2007 helped spur new discussions.\(^ {262,263}\) Thus, the eventual construction of the mine and railway seemingly depend on whether world phosphate prices remain high.

Mauritania’s only major airport is at Nouakchott. It is served by several West and North African airlines, Air France, and Mauritanie Airlines International, the nation’s flag carrier. The latter airline is entirely state owned and is the latest incarnation of two prior Mauritanian carriers that went out of business due to financial and safety issues.\(^ {264}\)

**Standard of Living**

Mauritania’s poverty rate, although slowly but steadily decreasing in recent years, is high.\(^ {265}\) Unfortunately, the structure of the economy makes it difficult to address some of the root causes. Fundamental to this problem is the economic disparity between growth sectors and employment sectors. Much of the nation’s economic growth comes from mining, oil production, and fishing, as well as service-sector segments such as telecommunications and transportation.\(^ {266,267}\) However, an estimated 50–60% of the Mauritanian workforce are employed in the agricultural sector. This sector lags economically and contributes relatively little to Mauritania’s overall GDP compared to the other economic sectors.\(^ {268}\) The government has identified increased agricultural productivity, by means of improvements in irrigation and

---


distribution networks for fertilizers, as one way many rural poor could improve their economic status.269

By measures of a nation’s standard of living other than average income (e.g., life expectancy, average education level for adults, expected education level for current students), Mauritania has improved over the last 25 years. Compared to 1985, the average Mauritanian today now lives more than 2.6 years longer, adults 25 years or older have attended schools nearly twice as long, and school children are expected to have more than four additional years of schooling by the time they complete their studies.270 Despite these improvements, the country still suffers from high unemployment, particularly among youth ages 15–24. Low skill levels among workers also force some of the mining companies to recruit internationally for technical positions. Additionally, Mauritania’s large percentage of unskilled workers has inhibited new private-sector investment.271

Organizations

Along with Algeria, Libya, Morocco, and Tunisia, Mauritania is a member state of the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU). Since its founding in 1989, the AMU has never been able to establish the level of trade and economic integration originally envisaged, largely because of the political rifts between several members.272 In December 2010, negotiators for the five nations reached a free-trade agreement on agricultural products that will take effect in 2011.273 Despite several bilateral trade agreements with other AMU members, it is questionable whether the free-trade agreement, if ratified, will have any significant effects on Mauritanian agricultural trade.274


Chapter 3 Assessment

1. Despite Mauritania’s long Atlantic coastline, fishing plays only a limited role in the national economy.
   **FALSE**
   Fishing is Mauritania’s second-largest export, contributing a significant amount to the nation’s economy.

2. About 20% of Mauritania’s electricity is generated at a hydroelectric plant in Mali.
   **TRUE**
   Mauritania receives about 22% of its electricity via transmission lines from the Manantali hydroelectric power plant in Mali.

3. Most of Mauritania’s exports consist of natural resources recovered from both its land and offshore regions.
   **TRUE**
   Virtually all of Mauritania’s exports (iron ore, copper, fish, crude oil) are “primary” products, meaning they are extracted natural resources exported without any additional processing or “value added.”

4. The largest share of foreign investment in Mauritania’s economy has been in the banking and telecommunications sectors.
   **FALSE**
   Oil and mineral companies have provided roughly 80% of the total foreign investments in Mauritania. The fishing, banking, and telecommunications sectors have received most of the remaining recent foreign investment.

5. The largest employment sector in Mauritania is mining.
   **FALSE**
   Roughly 50% of Mauritanian workers are in the agricultural sector, which continues to lag economically and contributes relatively little to Mauritania’s overall GDP compared to the other economic sectors.
CHAPTER 4: SOCIETY

Introduction

Mauritanian society has traditionally been highly stratified and hierarchical. In recent decades, some of the social structures by which groups of people identify themselves have weakened. Nevertheless, ethnic, tribal, and sub-tribal affiliations remain crucial to the Mauritanian class system, and in turn, the political and economic affiliations that have played out through the nation’s five decades since independence.275, 276

Ethnic and Linguistic Groups

Ethnic classifications in Mauritania can be controversial because government numbers may not accurately reflect the nation’s true ethnic composition.277

Moors

Roughly 70–75% of Mauritania’s population are Moors. People in this somewhat broad category share a language and a traditionally nomadic history.278, 279 Virtually all Moors speak Hassaniyya Arabic as their first language. This Arabic dialect draws some of its vocabulary from Arabized versions of Amazigh (Berber) words.280 The dialect is distinct and may not be understood by all Arabic speakers.281

Among the Moors, there are several differences based on ethnic background and social status. Traditionally, Moors have divided between those tracing an Arab-Berber lineage (beydanes, or “white Moors”) and those having a Sudanic African lineage (haratines, or “black Moors”). The haratines generally are the descendents of former slaves to white Moor masters. (It should be noted that the institution of slavery, although officially illegal in Mauritania for many decades, has lingered on in some pockets of the country, despite recent government efforts to clamp down

on continuing practitioners.) Given the extensive amount of intermarriage over the years, *haratines* with “white” features and *beydanes* with “black” features are not uncommon. There are three traditional warrior and religious social classes of “white Moors.” The *hassan* tribes trace their background to the original Beni Hassan warriors from Yemen. The *zawiya*, tribes of religious scholars, are often of Berber heritage. The *znaga*, descendants of Berber tribespeople, became tributary vassals of the *hassan* tribes. Of the three *beydane* groups, the *znaga* have intermarried the most with non-*beydanes*.

Below the warrior and religious castes are the occupational castes, which include those who claim descent from craftsman, weavers, carpenters, musicians, bards, and storytellers. A person may identify with one of these castes even if they are not employed in the field. The latter three occupations are collectively known as the *iggawin*, a low caste better known in other parts of West Africa as *griots*.

**Black Africans**

Mauritania’s black African population primarily consists of members of five ethnic groups from southern areas of the country. The largest of these groups are the Toucouleur (also known as Halpulaaren), who traditionally have lived as sedentary agriculturalists in the Sénégal River Valley. The Fulbe (or Fulani), traditionally nomadic pastoralists, live mostly in the Trarza region. They share social customs and a language (known both as Pulaar and Fula) with the Toucouleur. Droughts and desertification in recent decades have forced some of the Fulbe...
into a sedentary lifestyle. The Soninké live in south central Mauritania, in the region where the Sengalese, Malian, and Mauritanian borders meet. The ancestors of this sedentary group of farmers and traders are generally believed to be the founders of the ancient Ghana Empire. The fourth of the major black African groups are the Wolof, who like the Fulbe mostly live in the Trarza region. There are relatively few Wolof people in Mauritania but they are the dominant ethnic group in neighboring Senegal. Finally, the Bambara, the easternmost of the black African ethnic groups, are mostly sedentary herders and farmers who make up a much larger part of the population in adjacent Mali.

Like the Moors, the black African ethnic groups of Mauritania have a traditional caste system that includes nobles, servants (formerly slaves), and a hierarchy of numerous occupational groupings.

Language Policy

Language has long been divisive in Mauritania. Classical Arabic is the nation’s official language, although the Hassaniyya dialect is used by the majority of the Moorish population. The constitution also recognizes Fulani (Pulaar), Soninké, and Wolof as “national languages” (along with Arabic). In primary schools, French and Arabic are the languages of instruction, with the former used to teach math, natural sciences, and (in secondary school) computer science. Other courses are taught in Arabic. Many black Africans in Mauritania oppose any attempts to lessen the governmental and educational role of French in favor of Arabic, viewing Arabization as a culturally discriminatory policy. The Arabization question continues to periodically flare up, illustrating the continuing divide concerning Mauritanian national identity. In 2010, for example, comments by Mauritanian Prime Minister Moulaye Ould Modhamed Laghdaf promoting the use of Arabic

spurred clashes between rival Moor and black African groups at the University of Nouakchott. Riot police eventually had to be break up the fighting.\(^{301}\)

**Religion**

Mauritania, the world’s first declared Islamic Republic, is an almost entirely Sunni Muslim country. In a nation with major ethnic divisions, religion has been a key unifying factor since independence.\(^{302}\) The few Christian churches in the country’s biggest cities are almost exclusively attended by non-Mauritanians.\(^{303}\)

Within Mauritania’s larger Islamic community are religious brotherhoods (tariqas) that cross ethnic and tribal lines. These brotherhoods embrace the teachings of a founder and blend the mystical strain of Islam (Sufism) with orthodox Sunni Muslim beliefs.\(^{304}\) The largest brotherhoods in Mauritania are the Qadiriyya and the Tijaniyyah. Each brotherhood is headed by a sheikh, often referred to as a marabout, whose many functions include leading religious prayer, performing rites to help cure the sick, and making and providing religious amulets believed to have spiritual properties that can ward off misfortunes.\(^{305}\)

**Gender Issues**

*Obesity*

There has been much publicity about the unhealthy and potentially dangerous methods that some women in Western nations use to keep themselves excessively thin. In Mauritania, however, an opposite type of problem exists. In a country where many people live below the poverty level, being overweight has traditionally indicated a young woman’s wealth and general well-being. Being overweight makes her a more attractive potential marriage partner.\(^{306}\) In the late 20th century, more than one-third of young women were estimated to have been force-fed during childhood, making Mauritania one of the few countries in Africa where girls averaged a higher caloric intake than boys.\(^{307}\)

---


Although the practice of force-feeding is declining, particularly in urban areas, some young Mauritanian women continue to take cortisone products and ingest appetite-stimulating syrups. The medical problems related to obesity—cardiovascular disease, kidney failure, diabetes, etc.—have been publicized by both the government and non-governmental organizations, but changing long-standing cultural norms has proven difficult even when the threats are known. Indeed, one animal-fattening drug taken by some women is informally known as “dregdreg,” which in Hassaniyya means “heart shaking,” a reference to the drug’s physical ill effect.

Marriage, Polygamy, and Divorce

Arranged marriages, common in some Islamic countries, occur less frequently in Mauritania, where the law requires the consent of both parties. Polygamy is legal under Mauritanian law, which follows Islamic shari’a law on family matters. Yet, it is only commonly practiced within the country’s black African population. Among the Moors, women commonly negotiate a prenuptial agreement dissolving the marriage should the husband take a second wife. Mauritania’s divorce rate is very high, particularly for an Islamic country. Among the Moors, more than one-third of marriages end in divorce. As a result of this trend, roughly 42% of rural households and 37% of urban households are supported by women.

Traditional Clothing

In rural areas and often in cities, Mauritanians wear several layers of loose clothing designed to protect the skin from the sun and provide natural cooling produced by the air circulation between the layers. Black African men and women favor the boubou, an ankle-length robe usually worn over a shirt and loose trousers known as seroual. Women wear an elaborately tied scarf on top of their heads, usually matching the pattern of the boubou. Moorish women traditionally favor the

**Malahfa**, a long piece of cloth that is wrapped around the body and then draped over the head. In the dust storm-prone desert regions, men wrap their heads (and even mouths) with a piece of long fabric known as a chèche.

**Arts**

**Music**

The classical music of Mauritania (known as Azawan) reflects traditions passed down through generations of the iggawin (troubadour) caste. It follows a strict musical progression consisting of five sequential modes, and musicians must train for many years to master it. Typical instruments used in Azawan music include the tidinit (a fretless, hourglass-shaped four-stringed lute played by men), the ardin (a 10- to 14-string harp played by women), and the tbel (a large drum with an animal-skin head). Modern additions include the electric guitar tuned to mimic the sounds of the tidinit, and even synthesizers.

Mauritania has no recording industry, and its musicians and singers rarely perform in public. Weddings and other private events are still the most likely places to hear many iggawin. Despite the dearth of recorded music and limited public engagements, some Mauritanian musicians have become well known throughout West Africa and beyond. Foremost among these is Dimi Mint Abba, whose father composed the Mauritanian national anthem and introduced the

---

acoustic guitar into traditional Mauritanian music. Tours of Europe, beginning in 1989, and recordings internationally released in the early 1990s brought attention to Mauritanian music. In June 2011, Abba died at age 52 from a brain hemorrhage while touring Morocco.

Several other Mauritanian performers, many of them women, have become known outside the country in recent years, including Malouma Mint Moktar Ould Meidah, Khalifa Ould Eide, Noura Mint Seymali, and Aicha Mint Chighaly. Malouma (as she is generally known) has brought elements of other African, Arab, and Western styles of music into her songwriting. Eide is probably best known outside Mauritania by the 1990 album Moorish Music From Mauritania, a collaboration with his wife, Dimi Mint Abba. Seymali, like Malouma, has blended non-Mauritanian styles like reggae and techno into her music and has become a favorite on the international music festival circuit. Chighaly, from the Senegal border region, has generally stayed true to traditional Azawan forms, dazzling audiences with her vocal abilities and harp skills on the ardin.

Film

While Mauritania has no film industry, one of West Africa’s leading young directors, Abderrahmane Sissako, was born in Mauritania. Raised for much of his early life in Mali, Sissako studied in the Soviet Union, where he lived for 12 years. He returned to Mauritania in the early 2000s to make Waiting for Happiness. Set in Nouâdhibou, Mauritania’s

---

primary port town, the movie addresses themes of alienation and cultural displacement, no doubt reflecting the director’s own feelings after many years away from West Africa.337

Another Mauritanian film director of note is Med Hondo, whose 1969 breakthrough Soleil O was one of the first to be made by an African.338 In Soleil O and subsequent work, Hondo has focused on Africans in foreign surroundings who have moved either voluntarily (emigrants to Paris) or involuntarily (West Indian slaves). Cultural alienation, neocolonial exploitation, and Marxist controversies are all thematic elements embedded within his sometimes jarring, fragmented narrative style.339

Sports and Recreation

Football (soccer) is the principal sport played in Mauritania.340 Most of the club teams in the nation’s Premier League are in Nouakchott and Nouâdhibou.341

Mauritania, one of the lesser populated nations in Africa, has had little success in international or African competitions; as of August 2011, the national team was ranked 190th in the world, only better than Somalia and Djibouti among African teams.342

Rugby is another ball sport played in Mauritania, although its popularity is much less than that of football. Away from the playing fields, kraur, better known as mancala, is popular in many variants throughout Africa.343, 344 All that one needs to play this game are pebbles and dug-out holes in the sand, although wooden boards also are used.

Chapter 4 Assessment

1. Both the Moors and black African groups in Mauritania have a hierarchical caste system. 
   **TRUE**
   The Moors and the black African ethnic groups have a traditional caste system that includes nobles, servants (former slaves), and a hierarchy of numerous occupational groupings.

2. Arabic is Mauritania’s official language and one of four “national languages,” along with Fulani (Pulaar), Soninké, and Wolof. 
   **TRUE**
   Classical Arabic is the nation’s official language, although the Hassaniyya dialect is used by the majority of the Moorish population. The constitution also recognizes Fulani (Pulaar), Soninké, and Wolof as “national languages” (along with Arabic).

3. Mauritania is an Islamic country with a substantial Shia Muslim minority. 
   **FALSE**
   Mauritania, the world’s first declared Islamic Republic, is an almost entirely Sunni Muslim country.

4. Although Mauritania has no film industry, several Mauritanians have gained attention as film directors. 
   **TRUE**
   Abderrahmane Sissako and Mel Hondo are the two best-known Mauritanian film directors.

5. The memberships of *tariqas*, Mauritania’s religious brotherhoods, are strictly defined by ethnic or tribal affiliation. 
   **FALSE**
   Within Mauritania’s larger Islamic community are religious brotherhoods (*tariqas*) that cross ethnic and tribal lines.
CHAPTER 5: SECURITY

Introduction

Much publicity has been given to the Trans-Saharan region in recent years as terrorism analysts try to identify areas susceptible to becoming “safe havens” for violent Islamist groups. Most of Mauritania—along with Mali, Niger, and southern Algeria—lies within this Trans-Saharan region; all of these countries, with the exception of Algeria, are among the poorest in the world and have limited resources for policing extensive desert regions.

In the 2000s, an al-Qaeda affiliate known as al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) increased its activities within the Trans-Saharan region. As a result, Mauritania shifted its security goals toward halting the spread of radical Islam within its border. Recent rises in the number of local al-Qaeda recruits have come from Mauritania, despite the nation’s moderate tradition.

U.S.-Mauritanian Relations

The United States was the first nation to officially recognize Mauritania upon its independence in 1960. Since then, relations have generally been good between the two countries with a few notable periods of exception. One of these came in 2005, when the U.S. Government condemned the successful coup that removed President Maaouya Ould Sidi Ahmed Taya from power and ushered in a military-led regime. Three years later, yet another coup toppled the regime of democratically elected President Sidi Ould Cheikh Abdallahi. This led to U.S. sanctions against

Mauritania, including the pull-out of U.S. counterterrorism units. These sanctions were lifted in October 2009 after a new presidential election was judged to be free and fair by international observing groups.

Since 2002, the U.S. has partnered with Mauritania and several neighboring countries in counterterrorism programs. The initial program was the Pan-Sahel Initiative (2002–2004), followed by the Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership (TSCTP; 2005–present). The latter program is noteworthy for its “holistic” approach to counterterrorism. In addition to focusing on training and equipping local military and law enforcement groups, the program strengthens economic, democratic, and good-governance capacities in order to inhibit extreme Islamist philosophies from spreading.

TSCTP is perhaps the highest profile U.S. foreign assistance program to Mauritania, but it is certainly not the only one. The U.S. regularly supplies food aid to Mauritania through its Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Food for Peace program. Some of the non-emergency USAID food is sold to fund development projects in Mauritania, such as improving agricultural productivity and promoting maternal and child health. In addition, the U.S. Peace Corps program in Mauritania has sent more than 1,200 volunteers to the country since 1966. Currently, however, the Peace Corps program in Mauritania is suspended because of ongoing security concerns.

Relations with Neighboring Countries

Morocco/Western Sahara

Although Mauritania does not directly border Morocco proper, it does share an extensive border with Western Sahara, which Morocco has exerted de facto control over for more than three decades.\textsuperscript{360} The two countries had very tense relations during the 1960s, and it was not until 1970, a decade after Mauritania became independent, that Morocco abandoned all territorial claims to Mauritania. The Western Sahara conflict during the last half of the 1970s embroiled both nations in a guerilla war. Eventually, militarily weak Mauritania signed a peace treaty with Western Sahara’s Polisario Front in August 1979.\textsuperscript{361}

Since 1991, Morocco and the Polisario Front have been in a cease-fire standoff. During the 1980s, Morocco constructed a “defensive wall” of earth, reported to be between 1,600 and 2,414 km (1,000 and 1,500 mi) and guarded by the world’s longest continuous chain of land mines.\textsuperscript{362, 363} The berm, as it is called, divides Western Sahara into two parts: a western part, making up roughly 80% of the total region and including all of Western Sahara’s valuable phosphate deposits, and the eastern 20% controlled by the Polisario Front.\textsuperscript{364}

Mauritanian territory borders the Polisario side of the Western Sahara, except for a small section where the berm actually crosses into Mauritania.\textsuperscript{365, 366} The Polisario side of Western Sahara, commonly known as the Free Zone, is sparsely populated because of a limited water supply and the constant threat from landmines and unexploded ordnance.\textsuperscript{367} According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, approximately 26,000 Sahrawis from Western Sahara now

live in Mauritania, where they have largely integrated themselves as a result of close tribal and clan ties with the Moorish Mauritanians.\textsuperscript{368, 369}

Since its exit from the Western Sahara conflict and the accession of Mohammed VI to the Moroccan throne in 1999, Mauritania’s relations with Morocco have improved.\textsuperscript{370} Mauritania participates as an “interested observer” in informal UN-sponsored settlement talks between Morocco and the Polisario Front. Since August 1979, Mauritania has avoided any direct involvement in the Western Sahara conflict and has generally adhered to a stance of neutrality in the dispute.\textsuperscript{371, 372}

\textbf{Senegal}

Excluding the Western Sahara conflict, the closest Mauritania has ever come to war with one of its neighbors came in 1989–1991, when Senegal and Mauritania narrowly avoided armed hostilities. The crisis was set in motion by a dispute over grazing rights in the Sénégal River valley that quickly escalated and spurred ethnic violence. \textit{Beydane} (“white Moor”) Mauritanian shopkeepers in Senegal were forced to flee northward, while Sengalese in Mauritania fled in the other direction. Ultimately, each country began deporting the other’s resident citizens. By 1990, diplomatic relations had been broken off, and military activity was ominously increasing in the border region. Eventually international diplomatic efforts helped defuse the situation, and diplomatic ties were restored in April 1992. Nevertheless, strained relations have marked the ensuing decade, a period marked by several brief but contentious border “incidents.”\textsuperscript{373}

In 2000, a dispute between the two nations concerning water diversions from the Sénégal River briefly brought back memories of the 1989–1991 conflict, when Mauritanian President Taya abruptly ordered the expulsion of tens of thousands of Sengalese living in Mauritania. Within three days, more than 25,000 Sengalese had left Mauritania, and more than 5,000 Mauritanians
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left their homes in Senegal, mindful of the violence that had broken out a decade earlier. On this occasion, however, the dispute was quickly mediated before it had a chance to escalate.374

Beginning in 2008, the first of more than 20,000 Mauritanian refugees still living in Senegal as a result of the 1989–1991 conflict returned to their native country. The repatriation operation took place over three years, concluding at the end of 2010.375

Mali

Of all its neighbors, Mauritania has had the most consistently cordial relationship with Mali. In 1963, the two settled a boundary dispute from the colonial days, and since then have generally been on positive terms.376 Although the two countries share extensive borders, these boundaries mostly lie in remote unpopulated desert regions.

The terrorist organization al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) operates with impunity in these remote border regions, increasingly seen as marking a “no man’s land.” Both Mauritania and Mali view AQIM as a mutual regional threat and have worked to increase cross-border security cooperation.377 In recent years, however, the two countries have not always agreed on the extent to engage AQIM, whose southern forces are generally based in Mali.378 In June 2011, the armies of both countries launched a joint attack on an AQIM camp in the Wagadou Forest region of western Mali, killing at least 15 AQIM fighters.379

The Senegal River Basin Development Authority (OMVS by its French acronym) has also linked Mali and Mauritania, along with Senegal, since 1972. The organization was formed to build and manage dams and related infrastructure on the Sénégal River.380 The most prominent OMVS

project is the Manantali Dam, located in Mali, whose power station supplies more than 20% of Mauritania’s electricity.\textsuperscript{381}

\textbf{Algeria}

Algeria has long been the most prominent regional supporter of the Polisario Front, whose headquarters are at the refugee camps clustered around the western Algerian oasis town of Tindouf, situated near both the Western Saharan and Mauritanian borders.\textsuperscript{382, 383} Relations between the two countries, especially during the 1970s and 1980s, have been heavily influenced by the Western Sahara conflict and the related rift between Morocco and Algeria.\textsuperscript{384} Algeria and Mauritania broke off diplomatic relations in 1976 during the Western Sahara conflict, restoring them in 1979 after Mauritania signed the Algiers Accord in which it dropped any claims on Western Saharan territory.\textsuperscript{385, 386}

During the early 1980s, Mauritania drew closer to Algeria in almost inverse relation to its deteriorating ties with Morocco.\textsuperscript{387} In 1984, Mauritanian leader Mohammed Khouna Ould Haidalla formally recognized the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic, the name for the self-proclaimed government-in-exile of the Polisario Front. The decision was unpopular among several members of Mauritania’s governing military council. Their concern about potential Moroccan military retaliation against Mauritania contributed to Haidalla’s removal from office via a coup a few months later.\textsuperscript{388} Subsequently, Mauritania has largely taken a careful, balanced approach to the Western Sahara issue.\textsuperscript{389}

Mauritania’s border with Algeria is very remote. Zouérate, the iron-mining center, is Mauritania’s closest town to Algeria. The town is still far removed from the border, which is only reachable by a dirt road traversing desolate desert regions prone to criminal and terrorist
activities. Nonetheless, import trade from Algeria makes its way to Zouérate, especially during the Ramadan season. Some of this trade is diverted food aid to the Sahrawi refugee camps near Tindouf in southern Algeria, producing a black market economy that the refugees refer to as el comercio. Apart from this cross-border “intermediate trade” (i.e., goods imported customs-free unless transported beyond Zouérate to other Mauritanian cities), Algeria and Mauritania have very little trade with each other.

Military

Although Mauritania’s total forces are not large in number, the nation’s military has long taken a front row seat in the political affairs of the nation. Only two of Mauritania’s noninterim heads of state since independence—presidents Moktar Ould Daddah (1960–1978) and Sidi Mohamed Ould Cheikh Abdellahi (2007–2008)—have not been active or former military leaders. Mauritania’s military consists of slightly less than 16,000 active troops, 15,000 of which make up the army. A small navy based out of Nouâdhibou and an even smaller air force make up the rest of the nation’s military. Another 5,000 or so active paramilitary forces are divided between the Gendarmerie (National Police) and the National Guard. An estimated 400 Mauritanian soldiers have been trained in various antiterrorist techniques via the U.S.-led Pan-Sahel Initiative and TSCTP programs.

---

Terrorist Groups and Activities

Mauritania’s strongest terrorist threat comes from al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM). This organization was originally founded in 1998 as the Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC by its French acronym), a splinter group of the Algerian-based Armed Islamic Group (GIA). The GSPC’s original goals, like that of the GIA, were the overthrow of Algeria’s military government and the establishment of an Islamic state in its stead. The primary difference between the two groups was that the GSPC initially did not consider civilians to be legitimate targets for its attacks.

The GSPC quickly grew in strength and replaced the GIA as Algeria’s most dangerous insurgency group. A southern Algerian GSPC branch, operated semi-independently by former Afghanistan fighter Mokhtar Belmokhtar, soon expanded operations to the Saharan and northern Sahel region, including Mauritania. In September 2006, after several years of increasing contacts with the leadership of the al-Qaeda affiliate in Iraq, GSPC leader Abu Mus’ab Abd al-Wadoud (aka Abdelmalek Droudkel) formally aligned the GSPC with al-Qaeda; the group’s name subsequently changed to al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb.

GSPC strikes against Mauritanian military targets began in 2005, with the attack on a remote northern Mauritanian military base that left at least 15 Mauritanian soldiers dead. The first AQIM attack against foreigners in Mauritania came in December 2007, when four French tourists were gunned down while picnicking near the town of Aleg. Several months later, in February 2008, five civilians were wounded during an attack on the Israeli Embassy in Nouakchott. Since then, AQIM has carried out several attacks against Mauritanian military police personnel and has targeted civilians in kidnappings and shootings.

---
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Kidnappings, in particular, have been a main revenue source for AQIM. One Algerian government official has estimated that nearly 95% of AQIM’s financing comes from ransoms paid to recover kidnapped victims. Belmokhtar’s group continues to raise money for AQIM through kidnapping ransoms, gun and drug trafficking, and cigarette smuggling. Also operating in the southern Saharan region is an AQIM cell led by Abdelhamid Abou Zeid, who has been associated with several hostage killings and is viewed as the more brutal and fanatical of the two southern AQIM leaders.

Other Issues Affecting Stability

Political Instability

As noted in The Economist in 2008, “[w]hile the rest of Africa seems to be slowly ridding itself of its penchant for coups, Mauritania seems to be perfecting its ability to stage them.” Mauritania has had two military coups since August 2005 and five altogether since independence. The 2008 coup, in which a democratically elected civilian president was removed from power after trying to fire several senior military officers, triggered an onslaught of protest and sanctions from all corners of the world. The rapidly called 2009 presidential election, won by coup leader Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz, largely defused the crisis, but the root causes of Mauritania’s long string of political disruptions remain.

Contributing to Mauritania’s political instability are extensive poverty, high-level corruption, political and economic inequities between ethnic and tribal groups, and an economy sensitive to disruptions from drought and/or worldwide commodity prices. Attempts to address these issues can result in further problems. For example, current President Abdel Aziz has tried to alleviate some of the problems of the poor through subsidized pricing on food, electricity, and water and

---


by spending on social and economic infrastructure. But these measures may prove financially unsustainable and weaken the nation’s economy.411

*Ethnic Conflict*

Mauritania’s legacy of slavery has been ethnically divisive among white Moors, black Moors, and black Africans. At some points in Mauritania’s history, tensions and fears between the white Moors and the black Africans have spilled over into ethnic-based violations of human rights. One such case occurred in 1989–1991 during the conflict with Senegal, a period in which many black African Mauritanians were forced to leave the country and tens of thousands of black Africans were purged from the military and government. The events of these years resulted in lasting anger and resentments that the government has only begun to redress in the last few years.412

A voluntary repatriation program for Mauritania refugees living in Senegal began in January 2008 and finally was completed at the end of 2010.413 In 2011, the Mauritanian Ministry of Defense initiated a compensation program for black African Mauritanians and their descendants who were either unfairly dismissed from military duty or abused/killed during the Senegal crisis.414 These actions to come to terms with the human rights violations of Mauritania’s recent past have been praised by some as a gesture showing “Mauritania is a country for all in spite of its different cultures and ethnicities.”415 Whether Mauritania has truly turned the corner in realizing such sentiments remains to be seen.

---


Chapter 5 Assessment

1. Mauritania, since ending its participation in the Western Sahara conflict, has consistently supported Morocco’s claim to the territory.
   **FALSE**
   Since August 1979, Mauritania has avoided any direct involvement in the Western Sahara conflict and has generally adhered to a stance of neutrality in the dispute.

2. Mauritania’s border with Western Sahara lies on the Polisario Front side of the earthen berm built by Morocco to separate the region.
   **TRUE**
   During the 1980s, Morocco constructed a defensive wall of earth that divides Western Sahara into two parts. Mauritanian territory borders the Polisario side of the Western Sahara, except for a small section where the berm crosses into Mauritania.

3. Mali and Mauritania staged a joint attack on an al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) base in Mali.
   **TRUE**
   In June 2011, the armies of both countries launched a joint attack on an AQIM camp in the Wagadou Forest region of western Mali, killing at least 15 AQIM fighters.

4. All but two of Mauritania’s noninterim heads of state since independence have been active or former military leaders.
   **TRUE**
   Only presidents Moktar Ould Daddah (1960–1978) and Sidi Mohamed Ould Cheikh Abdellahi (2007–2008) have not been active or former military leaders.

5. The Mauritanian government recently tried to redress human rights abuses in the country.
   **TRUE**
   Beginning in 2008, the government began a voluntary repatriation program, and later the military offered compensation for black Africans who were forced to leave the country and purged from the military and government almost 20 years earlier.
FINAL ASSESSMENT

1. Mauritania’s generally flat terrain is broken up by raised plateau regions and isolated peaks in its interior.  
   TRUE or FALSE

2. There are no permanent rivers either within or bordering Mauritania.  
   TRUE or FALSE

3. Nouakchott, Mauritania’s capital, was a small village prior to the nation’s independence from France.  
   TRUE or FALSE

4. During the last decade, Mauritania has suffered serious agricultural losses from locust infestations.  
   TRUE or FALSE

5. Mauritania has always had many destructive dust storms each year.  
   TRUE or FALSE

6. Mauritania is the world’s first Islamic republic.  
   TRUE or FALSE

7. Conquering Arabs established a new social order in the region now known as Mauritania that today continues to ignite ethnic clashes.  
   TRUE or FALSE

8. The French did not recognize Mauritania as a territory separate from colonial Senegal until the early 20th Century.  
   TRUE or FALSE

9. Mauritania’s current population is mostly nomadic.  
   TRUE or FALSE

10. Since 1978, most of Mauritania’s leaders have come to power by means of military coups.  
    TRUE or FALSE

11. Mauritania’s oil output has been increasing every year since production began in 2006.  
    TRUE or FALSE

12. Iron ore is Mauritania’s largest export and revenue source.  
    TRUE or FALSE

13. Mauritania’s tourism revenue has increased rapidly in recent years.  
    TRUE or FALSE
14. Mauritania’s two largest cities, Nouakchott and Nouâdhibou, were not connected by a paved road until less than 10 years ago.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

15. Life expectancy for average Mauritanians has increased during the last 25 years.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

16. “Black” Moors in Mauritania trace their lineage to Arabs and Berbers.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

17. Although Mauritania is an Islamic Republic, many Mauritanians oppose any attempts to lessen the governmental and educational role of French in favor of Arabic.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

18. Polygamy is widely practiced by Muslims in Mauritania.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

19. Musicians hold a high position among Mauritanian castes.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

20. Overweight Mauritanian women have traditionally been viewed as more attractive potential spouses than their thinner counterparts.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

21. Mauritania, along with several neighboring West African countries, is a participant in the U.S.–sponsored Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Partnership.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

22. Mauritania once nearly went to war with Senegal.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

23. Algeria and Mauritania have had consistently close relations since Mauritania became independent in 1960.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

24. Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) is a terrorist organization that evolved out of a group trying to establish an Islamic state in Mauritania.
   **TRUE or FALSE**

25. Most of AQIM’s financial support comes from radical Islam groups located in other Muslim countries.
   **TRUE or FALSE**
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